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Circa 1610

Circa 1620

MORTON, Thomas (1564-1659) A catholike appeale for Protestants, out of the confessions of the Romane doctors; particularly
answering the mis-named Catholike apologie for the Romane faith, out of the Protestants: manifesting the antiquitie of our religion, and
satisfying all scrupulous obiections which haue bene vrged against it. Written by Th. Morton Doctor of Diuinitie.

[WESTMINSTER SCHOOL] An early 17th century manuscript entitled ‘An Estimate of the state of Westm[inster] Colledge as it was at the Audit held
in December last Anno D[omo]ni 1619.”

Londini: [Printed by Richard Field] impensis Georg. Bishop & Ioh. Norton, 1610. Contemporary calf, central lozenge to boards, rubbed
and worn, loss to spine, earlier leaves have been used as a scrapbook, with remains of removed scraps to first few gatherings, damp
staining throughout.
Folio. Pagination pp. [10 (of 24)], 636 (of 680), [16 (of 20)], [STC, 18177]. The text has been badly damaged at the beginning of the
volume. Please note: It has been used as a scrapbook in the 19th century. The pastings since removed leaving unsightly marks. * It is
lacking 14 preliminary pages, as well as a further 44 pages preceding gathering I, after which it is intact until we reach the index, which is
lacking 2 leaves. A defective and scruffy but nonetheless interesting volume.

The title page has three inscriptions: “Sarah Foxcroft /
Benj. H. Mace” and “Rev. A Fetch Ex dono Amici B.H.
Mace 1849”. In 1807 Sarah Foxcroft (b. 1779) married
Benjamin Hale Mace, a physician. Sarah was the daughter of
the Reverend Samuel Foxcroft (d. 1807), and granddaughter
of the Reverend Thomas Foxcroft (1697-1769), both of
whom were educated at
Harvard. Thomas was
a minister of the First
Church in Boston,
Massachusetts in the
18th century.
Annotations to
approximately 110
pages. The notes
range from one or
two words
amending the Latin
commentary to
more extensive
notes on the main
English text (“for
that act of the pope

against fredericke read rather Massonius and Petrus
Justinianus lib 2”; “+ observe that the authour here taketh
masse for the service and not for that which they call the
sacryfisial masse”; “the authors alleged (except Bellarmine)
are taken out of Cassander de Baptisimo”). The hand is that
of a late- 17th or early 18th century writer and may indeed be
Thomas Foxcroft by I have
not been able to verify
this. Either way, the
notes are certainly very
learned and interesting
in their own right.

$1,480 / £1,200 Ref:

[London? Circa 1620]. Disbound. Stab stitch holes, staining. Small quarto (190 mm x 160 mm). 7 pages, 1 blank. Written in a neat, legible
secretary hand.
These early 17th
century manuscript
accounts provide
an overview of the
financial state of
Westminster
Abbey in 1619.
The heading calls
the Abbey “Westm~ Colledge”. The final paragraph is noteworthy
as it which refers to a charge to Sir Thomas Brudenell (c. 15831663), later 1st Earl of Cardigan. “There is not any monies now
remaineing in the Receiuers hands and not aboue 12l: 13s 4d to be
retained before Mich~as next towards the satisffaction of some
debts and ordinary allowances and for the mainetenances of the
household and other charges untill that tyme unlesse Sr: Th:
Brudnell pay his
Arrerayes of
108l:. This helps
date the
document as
Brudenell was
referred to as Sir
Thomas
Brudenell until
1628, and as The
Lord Brudenell
after that date.
The reason for
the charge
uncertain, but
perhaps relates
to the Brudenell

family estate, Deene Hall,
which was owned by
Westminster Abbey which
continued to subject the
estate to a fee-farm rent of
£18.00 per annum until
1970, so it is may be in
relation to outstanding
rents. Brudenell openly professed his Roman Catholic faith and as
such he was repeatedly prosecuted for recusancy, but the high
regard in which he was held by his Protestant neighbours allowed
him to escape the rigours of the penal laws. The tolerant attitude
to his religion is especially significant in that his brother in law,
Francis Tresham, had been a prime mover in the Gunpowder
Plot. Several other rental incomes are recorded, as well as
allowances and
informative
expenses including
“To the Minister,
singinmen, organist
ad Choresters p
Annd -- } 152ll: 18s:
8d:”; “To the
Lecturer for
preaching in terme
tyme -- 20ll:”

$610 / £500

Circa 1648
[ROSCOMMON, WENTWORTH DILLON, fourth earl of, (1637-1685)] Manuscript entitled ‘Arithmetique
Pour Monsieur Wentworth. Ce Premieu Jouv Decembre 1648. Idau(?) Louvel, Professeur aux Mathematiques A Caen”.
[Caen. Circa 1648]. Late 19th- early 20th century full calf. Quarto (225 mm x 172 mm x 12 mm). Foliation 46, plus several blanks. Text
to rectos and bordered throughout. Extensively annotated to versos.

This manuscript adds interesting details to a period in
Roscommon’s life about which very little is known or agreed
upon by sources – namely his exile on the Continent
throughout his boyhood and adolescence.
Roscommon was a
nobleman and
poet. He was
raised as a
Protestant, his
father having been
converted from
Catholicism by James
Ussher, Primate of
Ireland.
Roscommon’s
uncle Thomas
Wentworth, Earl
of Strafford and
Lord Deputy of Ireland, sent him to study at his own seat in
Yorkshire. After Strafford’s impeachment for High Treason
in 1640 (and execution the next year), he was sent to Caen in
Normandy to study at a Protestant university. During his
exile as a Royalist during the English Civil War he toured
France and Germany and spent a significant time in Rome.
He returned to England shortly after the Restoration and
regained his father’s and grandfather’s properties, including
several estates in Ireland, in 1660. He pursued a career in
military service, gained a reputation (partly owing to his love
of gambling) as a duelist, and was a member of a literary
circle that included John Dryden. Indeed, it is as a poet and
translator that we remember him now.

This manuscript was, as the title indicates, written for use by
“Monsieur Wentworth” by Jacques Louvel (c.1600–1680),
Professor of Mathematics at the Collège du Bois and
Professor of Writing at the Collège des Arts, both at the
University of Caen. Its titlepage date (1648) puts
Roscommon’s
age at 11,
making his
grasp of the
French language
remarkable (but
appropriate for a
future author of
accomplished
translations
from the Latin of
Virgil and Horace).
Louvel’s text is written to the rectos throughout. It begins
with simple addition and subtraction examples before
moving on to multiplication, division, fractions,
multiplication and division of fractions, rule of three, square
roots and geometry. Professor Louvel writes his text on the
rectos, drawing a ruled frame around the margin and giving
the heading of each topic a calligraphic flourish (not for
nothing was he also a ‘Professeur d’écriture’). Early topics
are all structured in a similar fashion, with the word
“Enseigne…” then “Comme pour Exemple” (with
“Exemple” rendered as elaborately as the first heading, on a
new line). Thus, the first topic, “Addition”, begins:

“Enseigne comme il faut
trouver le sommaire de plusieures nombres donnes comme
pour
Example ...”
Roscommon has added notes, also in French (but in
decidedly less elegant script), to the versos. Often he seems
to be completing an exercise set by his master (and not
always one given on the recto, so one assumes that Louvel
has either set the exercise orally or has charged his pupil to
come up with something that demonstrates the principle at
hand). Sometimes Roscommon uses this page to comment
on national differences in method: opposite “Addition” he
notes that the method of counting in England is different

to that used in France (“La
formule de counter selon la facon d'Engleterre est de
autrand(?) autr cella de France”).
Some exercises are familiar to us today. Several of them
use the everyday ‘A man buys…’ kind of format we would
also recognise, but the real-world examples are
entertainingly of their time and involve “pourpoints”,
“picques”, “soldats”, “tapisserie”, and the like.

Roscommon’s entries, frequently quite substantial and
even verbose in the early pages, show signs of tailing off a
little at the halfway mark, perhaps reflecting a waning of

enthusiasm that has been charted in many pupils’ exercise
books down the centuries. A later section, “Praticque de
Geometrie”, of eight pages of exercises by Louvel has only
one page of notes on the versos; Roscommon may
well have restricted himself to marking the
solutions directly onto Louvel’s diagrams,
although his notes in an earlier section
on square roots look more like a
working-out of one of these later
geometry problems.
The manuscript has one passage
written in English; it occurs at the very beginning and its
subject is a little incongruous. The paragraph relates a
curious meteorological event: the sighting of multiple suns
on 25th February 1649 near Doncaster, close to the seat of
his grandfather, Sir William Wentworth.

“Mr Peter Burton Alderman of Duncaster relateth yt on
Munday feb: ye 25th 1649 betweene 9 & x in the forenoon
he together wth ye vicar of Duncaster &
divers others being in the church yearde
there saw 5 sunnes at ye same time.
The true sunne it selfe was southeast neare
unto it was one in the south, so went further
of it twas one in the east: both these was
almost as glorious as the sunne it self. In the
north was one and in ye west one wch did dashe
ye eyes of ye beholders but were not soe bright or
ye two form. There did goe fro[m] one of these to
another a beame of light, as if it had beene a crowne. these
sunnes continued about an houre duringe wch time ye skie
verie clere.
At ye same time they saw 2 weather-gauls. &”

Signs and portents abounded in the years following
the execution of Charles I. Royalists
and parliamentarians alike were
wont to interpret these unusual
events according to their own
political leanings. This
anecdote, recorded
less than a month
after the execution,
may be just such an
instance of superstition mobilised in the
service of propaganda but quietly stored in the schoolbook
of a political exile. Indeed, a version of this event was
recorded as a political omen the following year by Ellis
Bradshaw in A True Relation of Strange Apparitions Seen in the
Air (1650).

This manuscript is an unusually solid piece of
evidence in an area fraught with uncertainty:
the formative years in exile of Wentworth
Dillon Earl of Roscommon. As a showcase
for his pre-teen aptitude for French and
his delight in language, it
prefigures the
celebrated
poet and
translator he
later became.

$8,040 / £6,500 Ref: 7818

Circa 1719
DE GOLS, Gerard (c. 1676-1737) Manuscript sermons entitled ‘The Spiritual Watch a Sermon’.
[Circa 1719]. Slim octavo (172 mm x 114 mm). Title to front cover, dedication leaf, 21 leaves with text to rectos only. Sheets stitched
together with green ribbon, turned and frayed with some loss to page edges.

Gerard de Gols was a first-generation Dutch immigrant. He
was educated at St. Paul’s School, London and matriculated
at Trinity College, Cambridge in 1693. He became Rector of
St Peter's, Sandwich, Kent, (1713-37) and minister to the
local Dutch congregation. One of the persons appointed by
the Corporation to support the canopies at the coronation of
George II. ESTC records nine titles by Gerard de Gols: the
earliest was a book of poetry Samson, or The unhappy lover
(1696). This was later followed by sermons, a theological
treatise A vindication of the worship of the Lord Jesus Christ (1726),
and in the following year, A theologico-philosophical dissertation
concerning worms in all parts of human bodies, (influenced by
Andry’s famous book on the subject).
This manuscript, entitled “The Spiritual Watch”, was never
published and its very personal, intimate feel suggest De
Gols never intended it for print publication. It is dedicated
to “Mrs Ayme Courthope” (1652-1742/3). She was the

mother of five children and having reached the age of 90,
she appears to have outlived them all. She was buried at
Stodmarsh, Kent.
De Gols’ text takes the passage from Mark 13:37, “And what
I say unto you I say unto all, Watch”, he commences, “Our
Blessed Saviour in this Chapter tells his disciples of that
dreadful Judgement which would come upon the Jews for
their unbelief”. But his target appears not to be the Jewish
faith, but rather the duty of the individual Christian to their
“Brethren, our Families and Ourselves”. He has taken great
care in the presentation of this manuscript: he has decorated
Ayme Courthope’s name with calligraphic flourishes and it is
rather beautifully and very carefully written, and although it
has perhaps a mildly didactic tone, it feels like a very
intimate, even private act of piety shared between Christian
believers.

$1,400 /£1,150 Ref: 7761

Circa 1720
DE MOIVRE, Abraham (1667-1754) Autograph mathematical manuscript, in English.
[England. Circa 1720]. Single sheet, folded, tipped onto a later border, light stain to left border. Small quarto (196 mm x 145). 4 text
pages with inset diagrams. This manuscript is unsigned and examples of De Moivre autograph manuscripts are scarce in library
collections. However, he has a very distinctive hand and this manuscript closely resembles EL/M3/52 in the Royal Society Collection.
Provenance: Pencil note: “This autograph is from the Macrone & Dawson Turner Collection.”

The importance of Abraham De Moivre’s mathematical
discoveries cannot be overstated. His work with complex
numbers, trigonometry, and probability are so crucial that
they remain central to the modern understanding of these
branches of mathematics. Despite this he was curiously
unsuccessful in his lifetime, having to eke out an existence as
a tutor and gambling advisor. As a French protestant living
in England, he was never given appointment to a university

chair and remained poor his entire life, a fact more
surprising given his appointment to the Royal Society and
close friendships with men of such high standing as
Edmund Halley and Isaac Newton.
‘De Moivre’s Theorem’, one of only two of the many
discoveries he made to bear his name, was one of the first
applications of complex numbers to trigonometry. It allows
complex numbers to be represented trigonometrically (and

so relates to Euler’s formula which later
provided a straightforward proof of De
Moivre’s theorem) and thus is an
important tool for analytic geometry (the
branch of geometry that deals with
coordinate systems rather than
construction tools such as a compass and
ruler) as it allows higher order
trigonometric functions to be rewritten in a
way that is easier to manipulate.
He also produced groundbreaking work in probability
theory, creating the second ever textbook on the subject, The
Doctrine of Chances: a method of calculating the probabilities of events
in play, (London. 1718). This book was immensely useful to
gamblers and one of De Moivre’s primary sources of income
came from providing them with mathematical advice. He
also derived an approximation for calculating factorials (now
wrongly attributed to James Stirling) which he used to
provide the first statement of the central limit theorem. The
central limit theorem is arguably the most important result in
the field of probability, and De Moivre’s discovery was so
far ahead of its time that it remained largely unnoticed until
almost 300 years later.
In contrast to the extraordinary advances in mathematics
that De Moivre pioneered, this manuscript is relatively
humble. It consists of five lessons in fundamental geometry,
written in De Moivre’s distinctive hand, they are: “to divide a
Line given into any number of equal parts with ye help of ye
Sector”; “to find a 4th proportional to three lines given”; “to
make an angle of any number of degrees"; “to make a
Tangent of any number of degrees to any radius”; “to divide
a circle into any number of equal parts”. Although their
purpose is uncertain there are several considerations which
suggest these may be De Moivre’s own teaching notes. This
is most immediately indicated by the basic level of the

subject matter, as foundational constructions
in geometry De Moivre would certainly
have been well beyond this level at the
time these notes are thought to have been
written. They are entry level geometry
lessons and thus suggest someone
beginning their mathematical education.
Furthermore, because he was unable to
obtain a university position, De Moivre had to
work as a private tutor for most of his time in
England and it is likely that he would have created some
form of standard lesson plan. The slightly hurried hand and
occasional corrections suggest that this was a document for
his own use. All the constructions are given using examples,
e.g. “to divide a circle into any number of equal parts
Suppose 5”, which again suggests an instructional purpose
since, if these were for De Moivre’s personal use, he would
more likely have written them in a more general, algebraic
form.
The relative scarcity of mathematical documents in De
Moivre’s own hand mean that this is an important piece in
the evidence of his life. The rudimentary mathematics
shown, potentially his teaching notes, contrast
directly to the formidable intellect De
Moivre clearly possessed. As
such it in some way
parallels his own
life as a man
who made many
brilliant and lasting contributions to
mathematics yet remained poor and of
relatively low social status throughout his life, forced to
subsist as a tutor and gambler’s advisor until his death.
$4,940 / £4,000 Ref: 7789

Circa 1728-1750

Circa 1724
[CONDUCT BOOK] Early 18th century manuscript book of maxims.
[England? Circa 1724]. Contemporary sheep, lacking front board, text dusty, tears to two pages with significant loss of text. Octavo (188
mm x 127 mm x 15 mm). Engraved portrait of George I trimmed to edge of oval and pasted in as a frontispiece, text to both sides,
bordered in red and written in a clear and attractive hand. Numbered in two sections: 64; 88 (including title, index and final blank).

Books on conduct abounded in the 18th century and gave
advice on societal norms and moral conduct. They appeared
in print and in manuscript and often claimed to have been
derived from trusted sources (both “ancient” and “modern”
authors were “celebrated”, “excellent”, “wise”, etc).
Collections of maxims such as this one, were particularly
favoured by parents as a written form of moral guidance for
their offspring.
This manuscript contains of frontispiece of George I which,
together with the male focus of the advice suggests that this
was a gift from one man to another (perhaps a father to a
son). The text is divided into
two main sections: “A
Collection of Wise &
Ingenious Saying &c. Out
of Severall Antient and
Modern Authors. For
the Pleasurable
Entertainment of
Gentlemen &
Ladies. In
Alphabetical
Order” with
subsections:
“Golden
Sayings” and
“Excellent
Proverbs”. The
second section is entitled
“Remembrances. Which are Experiences Dayly.”

The texts comprise numerous pithy general maxims such as
“A cursed Person using cursed means, can’t always prevail”
and “It’s good to have company in trouble”. Many are
copied from printed sources but some appear to be original.
There are a number of maxims towards the end of the book
that express quite conventional 18th century attitudes
towards women (“Infallible means to Entertain Peace in
Marriage”, “Avoid a Woman that has no love for you”), but
one unusual piece entitled “There is nothing more Miserable
then Women” attempts to understand the restrictions of
matrimony from the woman’s point of view: “Must it not be
granted, say they, that of all Creatures We are the most
unfortunate? After
having purchased a
Husband dear enough,
he must be the
disposer of our Bodies
and Estates.”
This manuscript both
confirms and
confounds
expectations and as
such offers a typical
example of the
multiplicity 18th
century mores.

$1,850 / £1,500 Ref: 7797

[McDONNELL, Thomas; WILSON, Ambrose] Manuscript lectures by Thomas McDonnell followed by account book
entries.
[Dublin: Trinity College. Circa 1728-1750]. Contemporary vellum, damaged with loss to approximately half the spine, text somewhat used.
Quarto. Text to both ends. Approximately 39 pages of lecture notes; approximately 60 pages of accounts. Lacking some pages.

Logica est ars conficiens Instrumenta, eisq Intellectu~
dirigens in Cognitione rerum.”

At the opposite end there are approximately 60 pages of
accounts kept in the 1740s. Items include “9ber 1743 his
house and garden for half a yr.1-0-2 / Duty days and
Country Charges 0-4-7 / for his Cow half a yr. 0-10-0”.
This is an untidy
collection of notes in Latin taken by Ambrose Wilson from
the lectures of Thomas McDonnell, Trinity College Dublin.
The lectures study the neo-Aristotelean logic of Franco Petri
Burgersdijk (1590-1635), whose ‘Institutionum
logicarum libri duo’ went through numerous
editions. The front endpaper has numerous
pen trials and calculations amongst which
is the inscription “Thomas Mc: Donnell
1728 Burgersdocius in Epitomen
Redactus”. These introductory lectures
are arranged as a series of Q and As in
fifteen chapters e.g. “Q. Quid sit
Logica? R. Logica est ars conficiens
Instrumenta, eisq Intellectu~ dirigens
in Cognitione rerum.” through to
“Q Logica est ars conficiens
Instrumenta, eisq Intellectu~
dirigens in Cognitione rerum.. R.
$550 / £450 Ref: 7784

Circa 1734-1808

Circa 1736

GAINSBOROUGH] Two manuscript accounts recording vestry minutes and accounts.
[Lincolnshire. Circa 1734-1808]. Two folio volumes (320 mm x 210 mm x 40 mm). 225; 185 leaves a few blanks at end. Contemporary reversed calf, very
worn and rubbed, text slightly dusty.

For a number of centuries, the vestry were the sole civil
government of rural areas. The committees were not
established by any law, but as societal needs evolved, the
remit and influence of the vestries increased. These vestry
records are from the church now known as ‘All Saints’ in
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Summaries include costs of
burials, tolling the bells, and salaries. In 1734, when these
records begin, the decision was made to rebuild the main
body of the church as it was considered ‘too dark and mean
and incommodious’ to accommodate the town’s growing
population and a “ Tax for rebuilding the Church” was
introduced.

The vestry were responsible for key appointments including
overseers of the poor, church wardens, and others. Although
overseers of the poor nominated by the vestry were
sometimes considered despotic in behaviour, they were
tasked with differentiating between the “deserving and
undeserving poor” allowing an initially more efficient and
generally humane system to operate.
Unregulated, the power and responsibilities of the vestries
grew with spending accounting for just under a fifth of the
national government itself. This continued until 1834, when
the Poor Law Amendment Act was introduced to curb the
considerable spending on those in poverty, reallocating relief
to the workhouses in order to deter
applications.
Covering a period of over
70 years, these
manuscripts
provide detailed
longitudinal
accounts of
spending on vestry
work, workhouses
and overseers of the
poor.

In 1730, a workhouse was established in Gainsborough. The
vestry appointed “Trustees of the Workhouse” and judging from
these records they held considerable financial control.

$1,230 / £1,000 Ref: 7797

LEWIS, John (1675-1747); annotated by HEARD, Sir Isaac (1730-1822) The history and antiquities, as well ecclesiastical as civil of the Isle of
Tenet, in Kent. By John Lewis, M.A. The second edition, with additions.
London: printed for the author, and for Joseph Ames, and Peter Thompson; and sold by J. Osborn, at the Golden Ball in Pater-NosterRow, M.DCC.XXXVI. [1736]. Modern half calf binding with marbled boards. The spine with raised bands and a contrasting label. Library
stamp to title verso and blind stamp to two leaves. Quarto. Pagination pp. viii, 204; [2], 112, 105-124. Complete with the mezzotint portrait
and 25 engraved plates.

Sir Isaac Heard’s copy
with his annotations and additional manuscript notes at the
end. Inscription to the title page reads “I. Heard /
Lancaster”. Heard was an eminent herald, who was
influential in shaping the character of “landscape heraldry”
in the Georgian era.
Lewis’s History and Antiquities was first published in
1723 in an edition of 150 copies. This second edition
is greatly expanded with 85 pages of additional text
including a glossary of the Thanet dialect.
Heard has made annotations to a small number of
text pages and plates. His annotations all relate to
genealogy and include a few illustrations of
shields. There are some pencil annotations and
drawings which appear to be his preliminary
sketches as he has written or drawn over
some of these neatly in ink.
Heard has added a further 8 pages of genealogical
notes at the end of the text and continued the pagination to
page 133. At the beginning of this section he notes in the

margin “Taken in 1767 JHLr”, and at the end “28 Sepr. 1776.
JHN” proudly referring to his position as Lancaster Herald
and then as Norroy Herald. This short manuscript section
comprises genealogical notes which were mostly taken from
inscriptions, some with informative brief notes on their
locations (e.g. “St Peters Church Yard On a new Tomb the
Top & Sides black marble Hannah wife of Mr Rich:d.
Sackette ...”; “in the House * of Mr. Barnaby Robinson ... *
This has since been purchased by Lord Holland & pulled
down 1765”).
$1,540 / £1,250 Ref: 7851

Circa 1745
[WILLMOT, R?] 18th Century Manuscript Drill and Letterbook
[England. Circa 1745]. Contemporary limp vellum wallet style binding, lacking tie. Quarto (195 mm x 160 mm x 15 mm). Approximately
15 text pages on 80 leaves. Provenance: from the Library of Lord Cottesloe. Inscribed to front endpaper “R. Wilmot Pri : 7 : 6” beneath
are several calculations and the following note: “To / Mr. Pickering / at ye Eagle & Child /London”. The earlier sections of the volume
are written in a very neat, studied hand which either gradually morphs into a looser hand or the manuscript is taken over by someone else
entirely. The later sections are more personal which
may account for the more relaxed hand. Either way, the later notes closely
resemble the hand of “R. Willmot”.

This manuscript was apparently
used in the campaign in
Flanders of 1745, although
much of the contents were
compiled at a slightly earlier date. A later note on front
endpaper reads “The manuscript of Military discipline as
used in Flanders”. This presumably refers to the 1745
Campaign in the Austrian Netherlands. It is interesting to
note that although the Allied Forces won the campaign,

the British did not
distinguish themselves.
However, this insufficiency was put down
not to the experienced officers, but to the
Duke of Cumberland who performed poorly because he
ignored advice from his more experienced subordinates.
This manuscript appears to have been compiled by one such
subordinate who, judging from the contents, took notes
from Cumberland’s more
successful predecessor,
the Duke of
Marlborough.
The volume
commences with a
copy of an “order
and command” (1
page) given by Lord
Tyrawley at Dublin
(1718). (I have
been unable to
trace a printed
copy of this
short piece.)
The main bulk
of the
manuscript is
taken up with “General

We find a more personal element in entries such as “A
Catalogue of my Books” (listing 35 titles including: “Don
Qixot”; “Waller”; les divers Pensees”; “Arithmetick made
Easy”; Puffendorfs Introd.uc”; “a Collect.n f Plays”; “a
french Dictionaire”), and in two inventories: “An acco.t of
my things” (18 items including: “twelve new shirts”;
“fourteen necks”; “two silk Handk:shfs”, several items
crossed out), and “An allo.t of odd things” (14 items
The scribe then brings together various related documents,
including: “A Writing desk”: “an Ivory Case”; “a whig Case”;
including: “The ceremony to be observed at Funerals”; two
a Spunge”), together with various other notes and brief
royal proclamations concerning army pay and benefits (1717
financial accounts circa 1730. To judge from this manuscript,
and 1702); copies of letters, orders, and regulations, chiefly by
the scribe is a keen and intellectually lively reader who seems
Generals Richard Ingoldsby and Cornelius Wood serving
able to get by on a small number of smart but simple
under the Duke of Marlborough at Breda and other places;
personal effects.
and tables of subsistence allowances for the various ranks in
Flanders. One particularly informative section is entitled “An The circumstantial evidence suggests that this manuscript was
account of the men Killed and wounded Last Campagne, att compiled by an experienced officer serving at Flanders. The
shellemberg June ye 22 and Hoghstad August ye 2th 1704 of notes on personal effects are evocative but the official rules
are, perhaps not surprisingly, entered without comment or
Lt Genell Ingoldsby Regement”. The account, arranged in
judgement, and we can only speculate on how it might have
double columns, gives names of commanders, individuals
felt to have to follow the orders of the young and
killed (121) and wounded (166), and totals for each section.
inexperienced Duke of Cumberland.
This grim tally is followed by “A Return of the Disabled in
Observations” for infantry drill with commands. This text
appears to consist of copies of certain sections from Bland’s
Treatise of Military Discipline (1727). Some parts follow the text
almost exactly, while others are more of a distillation of the
text. This act of selecting, editing, and abridging provides a
valuable insight into the “on the ground” application of rules
of discipline.

Ltt Genl Ingoldby Regementt Feb:r the 26 1705”. This table
details the “Company”; “Mens names”; “How Disabled” (e.g.
“Left hand”, “Right Legg”); “Whether Married or
Single” (also notes if they had children).
$5,560 / £4,500 Ref: 7844

Circa 1780

Circa 1780-1810
[POETRY TRANSLATIONS] A late 18th century scrapbook and commonplace book.

WEBSTER, Eliza (circa 1764-1811) Manuscript grammar and exercise book.

[England. Circa 1780-1810]. Contemporary half calf, rubbed and worn, small section of spine detached. 48 engravings; 107 pages of
manuscript text, plus several blanks. Paper is watermarked “Pro-Patria”. Several pages have been trimmed with loss of text.

[Stockton on Tees. Circa 1780]. Handsome 18th century gilt tooled calf, marbled endpapers, rubbed, front board nearly detached, text
clean. Quarto (230 mm x 194 mm x 13 mm). Approximately 82 pages, plus some blanks.

This is an unusual Georgian scrapbook and commonplace.
It contains 48 engravings at the front of the volume,
followed by manuscript poems and prose extracts, many of
which are translations from Italian into English with the
original and translation en face.
The engravings are from The Dramatick Works of John Dryden
(Tonson 1735 reissued 1762-63); A New History of England

by John Lockmam (Astley. 1746-47) and others. They
include historical figures and illustrations of plays (some
annotated), including “K. John. Shakspear”; “Love
Triumphant”; “All for Love”; “Wild Gallant”. The
commonplace book includes translations en-face including
“Sonetto Di Fransesco Petrarca” / “A Sonnet by Francis
Petrarca”; “Cantata del Metastasio” / “Song by Metastsio”,
“Descrizione della Caverna del Sonno. Di Lodovico
Ariosto” / “A Description of Somnus’s Cavern. By
Ariosto”, with other similar exercises in
the art of translation together with
later commonplace additions. Some
of the text has been trimmed, so
was presumably bound in the early
19th century by a careless binder.

$740 / £600 Ref: 7824

Elizabeth Webster was born at Stockton-upon-Tees “of
respectable family and connections”. In 1785 she married
Rev Thomas Davison, vicar of Hartburn. They had three
children together, all of whom appear to have met early
deaths overseas.
This volume comprises “Grammatical observations and
extracts” in which she defines the main parts of speech,
illustrated with numerous examples. This is followed by
epistolary answers to questions set by “Revd. Sir”, e.g.
“What is the subject & style of pastoral poetry?”; “What is
an Epic Poem?”; “What is the subject and style of elegy?”.
She offers clear, straightforward definitions
with certain restraints, e.g.
“characters
should be diversified and contrasted”, “the
moral obvious, & striking”, “all

rhetorical flourishes are improper”, “no low or vulgar
phrases should ever be admitted”. These she signs, “I am
Revd Sir your obedt. Pupil Eliza Webster” and her definition
of epistolary poetry could stand as a definition for her own
work, “ought to be strictly grammatical & correct, but at ye
same time easy, familiar, & agreeable.”

$1,050 / £850 Ref: 7718

Circa 1787-91
HOWE, Perley (1762-1840) 18th century manuscript book containing the student notes kept during 4 years at College.
[Massachusetts. Circa 1787-1791]. 8vo & 16mo. 140mm x 90mm x 28mm. 272 pages of closely written notes. Calf notebook, heavily
rubbed, with a piece of soft leather overlaid and amateurishly pasted and stitched overlaid.

Originally an octavo notebook, which has been greatly
expanded by the addition of octavo and duodecimo inserted
sections. It has the physical feel of an object that has been
changed, expanded, and carried around. We have the sense
of the excitement of study overtaking Perley Howe as he
stuffs more and more thoughts into his tiny notebook and
then attempts to stitch together this overflow of scholarly
enthusiasm.
Perley Howe studied at Marlborough, Massachusetts. In
1795 he married Zerviah Barnes and in the same year he was
ordained on 16th September, an event marked by the
publication of a sermon, ‘A Sermon, Preached at Surry, at the
Ordination of the Rev. Perley Howe, September 16, 1795. By
Asa Packard, A.M.

Pastor of the Church in Marlborough, (Massachusetts.)’ Walpole,
New Hampshire, 1796. [ESTC, W3162]. He was the subject
of Alan Street Harvey’s book, ‘New England interlude; the
life of Perley Howe, country parson’. ([Hanover, N.H.]
1949). Following his studies, he became pastor of First
Congregational Church in Surry, New Hampshire.
This manuscript provides detailed insight into the
educational training of a future Congregational pastor at
Marlborough. It begins on 1st October 1787, with a list of
books “perused”, which includes “the yea and nay academy of
compliments”, “an account of the French settlements in
North America”, “Rush’s speech upon female
education”, “Hervey’s Meditations”, “sermon
delivered by Mr Breek of Marlboro’”,
“Seneca”, “Lowths English
Grammar”, “Duncan’s Cicero”,
“Tully”, and others. He gives
brief outlines of the order of
studies, “First year of being in
College I studied, Davidson’s
Virgil…”, “Also Rhetoric”,
later he moves to studying
Locke’s philosophy,
especially ‘Concerning
Human Understanding’.
A substantial portion of the
manuscript is devoted to notes
on countries of the world with
geographical observations, cultures, politics, with
a significant chunk concentrating on the Americas.

This appears to be an integral part of the curriculum at
Marlborough but Howe also contributes observations of his
own.
A wonderfully eclectic mix, “Ward’s Mathematics” is followed
by a list of weights and measures, followed by, “How was sin
introduced into the world--” which question is left hanging while
he works out how, “To measure the height of a horse…” Howe
provides details of currency, coin weights, and exchange rates
for the Dollar. Other entries include “The tea shrub”, which
apparently causes diabetes if “Drunk to excess”, the nature of
religion, an examination of “Horne’s Elements of Criticism”, the
nature of passion, lapis lazuli, distances of the planets,
diseases of horses, extracts from Keill’s ‘Anatomy’, etc. He
writes definitions of words or descriptions including,
“surprising”, “Corsair”, “Porcelain”, notes of remedies and
foodstuffs are interspersed including, “Oysters”, “pineapple”,
“Papayas”, “Camphire”, “Sherbet”, “Marmalade”, etc. Several
pages are devoted to the understanding different
types of poetic writing style.
Howe includes both his personal
and copied studies and
reflections on the nature of
perception, beauty,
aphorisms, happiness,
colour, liberty, logical
reasoning, rhetoric, natural
good, etc. Also
philosophical questions
including, “Are mankind
influenced altogether by selfish
motives in the benevolent acts to
others?”, “Can a person act from
a good motive while possessed of a
bad principle”?, and other similar
conundrums.

What is especially interesting to note is the breadth of both
the curriculum and Perley Howe’s interests, which extend far
beyond the field of religious studies and demonstrate the
lively, engaged and positively excited intelligence of this
embryo pastor. It emanates with that wonderful excitement
felt by a student who realizes that the scope of possibilities is
so much wider than they had previously imagined.

$3,090 / £2,500 Ref: 7844

Circa 1797
FINN, Chris A most unusual 18th century
manuscript compilation of toasts, songs, and
dances.
[Dublin. Circa 1797]. Small octavo (134 mm x
83 mm x 11 mm). Bound in original marbled
paper wrapped around 7 sheets of paper to
create the effect of a soft board, rubbed, rear
sheets separating which fortuitously reveals the
unusual construction. Further peculiarity is
added in the form of two card endpapers to the
front only. Original blotting sheet loosely
inserted. Some damp staining. Ink stamp to
front board: “C:F 3”, indicating this probably
once belonged to a series of manuscripts. 53
leaves, of which approximately 58 are text pages,
and the remainder blank.

This highly unusual commonplace book
contains lists of toasts, dances, songs
and quotations assembled by one Chris
Finn, a sociable (and evidently very
politically engaged) Dubliner. The
collection is arranged like an aide
memoire for these distinctly public
performative arts. It is as if Finn knows
these toasts, songs, and dances by heart
and all that is required is a quick
reminder for the entertainments to
commence.
The collection runs a familiar gamut of
topics – love, sport, patriotism, and the
hallowed trinity of wine, women and
song – but also strays into some radical
sentiments, hidden, as it were, in plain
sight among the paeans and poeticising.

The title page reads “Chris,, Finn’s BOOK, Written Decem,,r y/e 20th,, 1797.” This is followed by a highly
convivial subtitle: “The Complete Gentleman or Company Keepers Companion. Being a collection of the most
pleasing Toasts, Sentiments & Hobnobs. of the present Fashion, together with a vast number of Jigg & Cotillion
Country Dances a choice collection of the most Pleasing Songs And Elegant Extracts from the most Favourite
Authors by C. Finn Gent.”
The book is arranged under headings with blanks between to allow for future additions that were never made.
Headings include “Sentiments”, “Patriotic Toasts, and Sentiments”, “Sporting Toasts”, “Songs” and “Jigg
Country Dances for 1797.” Taken together, the manuscript gives an indication of the material that was likely to
go down well in certain circles of Dublin in the late 1790s.
Many of the titles in the first collection of “Sentiments” appear to be toasts, largely dwelling on sensual pleasures
(“The sweets of sensibility Without the bitters”; “Her I love
most”; “Love, fire, and frolic”; “Beauty, Wit, and Wine”), and
often using classical allusion (“Here’s Hebe, let no one dare
decline, ‘twas hebe taught me first to drink wine”; “I’ll give you
a Nymph divine Miss -- The wine that’s mellowed by friendship
and sweetened by love”); others praise the selflessness of true
friendship (“The honest friend who loves his bottle at night and
his business in the morning”; “Friendship without Interest and
love without deceit”). The collection also includes “Land of
cakes”, a sentiment rather perplexing unless one is familiar with
its use as a nickname for Scotland.
A second collection of “Sentiments” reads like a connected
chain of toasts: “May hymen unite the hearts that love”; “May
providence unite the hearts that love”; “May real merit be
rewarded in the Arms of Virtue”; “May all good lasses live a life
of pleasure”; “May love and wine go hand in hand” and so on in
a similarly cockle-warming vein.
The cockles heat up somewhat in a section entitled “Patriotic
Toasts, and Sentiments”, which is highly revealing of its author’s
beliefs: “Our glorious Constitution” and “Freedom &
Independence” suggest that high-flown oratory was in store for

Finn’s audiences; “The swinish
multitude” needs little guesswork; and a
series of sentiments bear titles that are
rousing in themselves: “Unity to the
People”; “Emancipation to the
people”; “The liberty of the Press”;
“Their Majestys the people”; “Erin go
brach” (roughly, “Ireland forever”, a
rallying cry during the Irish Rebellion
of 1798); “Union to Irishmen”;
“Ireland her rights or the world in a
blaze”; “May Irishmen never want
courage to assert their Rights”; “Our
rights, and a speedy alliance with the
french Republic”; “The Green flag”;
and “An Irish administration
supported by the men of Ireland not
by the venal purchase of an
Aristocratic faction”. These latter
would seem to indicate Finn’s
allegiance to the ‘Society of United
Irishmen’ – and given the date that this
manuscript was produced, this is
seditious stuff; on the 2nd of March
1797, the British Government imposed
martial law in Ireland, attempting to
break the movement by the
widespread use of terror. Finn must
surely have been risking his safety
writing down such clear evidence of
his political sympathies.
In “Sporting Toasts”, Finn appears to

return to safer ground with titles
including “Cock in cover”, “Indian
exercise”, “County Wicklow lass”,
Goat’s Jigg” and “Dog’s Hornpipe”,
although the sentiments expressed in
each are only to be guessed at. A
subsequent section, entitled
“Hobnobs” (a word derived from
Shakespeare and used here to mean
‘miscellaneous topics’) seems similarly
uncontroversial, although one can trace
a kind of progression as it moves from
“Love and sincerity” and “Love and
beauty” through “Love and pleasure” to
its conclusion “Love and Union.”

Ladies”. This is followed by “Cotillion
Country dances”, a list that includes
“Prince of Wales’s Straspey”, “Astleys
Hornpipe”, “Richers Hornpipe”, and
“Malbrouks”.

“Songs” lists some 57 song titles,
including “Poll dang it how d’ye do”,
“Admiral Benbow”, “Katty Flanigan”,
and “Arethusa”. The songs were, one
assumes, well known and only required
the title to summon up the song itself.
Finn provides the lyrics for only one
song: “Come drink my Friend Harr, and
drink away care,) some drink my Friend
Tom or you’l not have your share...”

It’s no surprise to find that, where
nationality is a significant feature, the
contents are predominantly Irish, but
there are quite a few songs from
Scotland (“Bob of Dunblane”,
“Highland reel”, “White Cockade”)
and a handful from England
(“Nottingham Races”, “Epping
forest”) – perhaps an even-handed
gesture on Finn’s part.

“Jigg Country Dances for 1797” is a list
of 98 dances, including “Moll in the
wad”, “Go to the Devil and shake yrsf.”,
“Basket of Oysters”, “Berwick Jockey”,
“Rakes of Westmeath”, “Bucks of
Westmeath”, and “Apples for the

It is interesting to note that many of the
songs and jiggs were fashionable
Regency entertainment; some appear to
have been noted down here as they
came out. For example, “Katty
Flanigan” first appeared circa 1800,
“Arethusa” circa 1796, and “Molly in
the wad” is thought to date from 1797;
“Go to the Devil and shake yrsf.” was
published in 1797.

The section entitled “Elegant
Extracts” comprises approximately 20
pages and appears to be an abridged
excerpt from The unfashionable wife. A
novel. In two volumes. (Dublin: for James
Williams, 1772 and London: for T.

Lowndes, 1772). Its place is this manuscript
is perplexing unless perhaps, it was intended
to be read out loud at a party.
The final leaf contains a lengthy inscription
detailing Finn’s home address (“No. 20
Winetavern Street, Dublin Ireland”, aptly
named given the contents of the book) and
requesting that “If this book be lost or
stole”, the finder return it to one of several
addresses in Dublin, “Bermingham” or
London.
“NB. My dear friends I don’t know which
of you may receive this book if I lose it (‘tis
no matter) whoever does I hope will pay the
bearer half a guinea (as I should not wish to
lose the book for double the sum) And by
sending the book to me No. Winetavern
Street Dublin Ireland the first opportunity I
shall be infinitely obliged to them and send
them the half guinea directly with Honor
and Thanks. My unknown friend I shall
ever remain yours. Chris Finn. Bermingham
April 1st. 1798”.
The effusive and performative nature of
this manuscript, with its combination of
sentiment, celebration and rather hazardous
expressions of political passion, make for an
illuminating snapshot of popular
entertainment in 18th-century Dublin by
one of its active participants.
$4,330 / £3,500 Ref: 7795

Circa 1803-4

Circa 1798
[BURRARD, Sir Harry, first Baronet (c. 1755 - 1813)] Late 18th century commonplace and song book.

[DUNDEE ORDERLY BOOK] Manuscript Orderly Book of the Forfarshire Volunteers.

[Circa 1798]. Octavo. 58 text pages, plus a similar number of blanks. Recently bound in the remains of a 15th century manuscript. The text
is quite legible but very faded.

[Dundee 1803-04]. Oblong octavo (195 x 120 mm x 20 mm). 72 leaves, text to both sides (approximately 140 text pages, plus a few
blanks). Contemporary calf backed paste boards, rubbed and worn, front board detached, text dusty and some staining. Ownership
inscription to front paste-down “George McGill”.

Burrard was an army officer who served in the Floridas during the
American War of Independence, later fighting in the French
Revolutionary Wars, and Penninsular Wars. In 1798 he was a
prisoner of war at Lille for six months until exchanged. He is not
thought to have distinguished himself militarily, earning himself
the sobriquet “Betty Burrard”. But he was well-loved by his
colleagues and was a devoted parent. Indeed he was shielded by
fellow officers during an investigation into his alleged timidity in
battle, one is reported to have
said later “poor Burrard
has so large a family”. And
upon learning
of the death of three of his
sons in battle he apparently
took the loss “so badly
that, upon the news of it,
he died of grief”.
This pocketbook was
kept either by Burrard or
someone in his closest
circle. At one end,
there are four pages of
accounts dated 1798
and signed off by
Harry Burrard,
Cornet J. L.
Nixon, and
Captain
Cumberland,
followed by a
half page of
accounts. And
at the opposite
end a two-page
Burrard Cloaths”

inventory, “Acct. of General
followed by a further two

pages of accounts. But most of the manuscript is filled with songs.
These include, “Hunting Song B Chas Pawlett”; “Joe’s
Lamentation”; “Sailor’s Adieu”; “Song” first line: “Vulcan contrive
me such a cup”; “Song” first line: “Come my lads time parts
away”, etc.
The songs included in this collection are very much in the oral
tradition; the words frequently vary from the published versions,
evidencing the seemingly transformations of the spoken word e.g.
Thomas Paine’s ‘Death of General Wolfe’ commences, “In a
mouldering cave where the where the wretched reside” and a
Sheridan song begins “When 'twas night,
and the mid watch was called”.
While only minor differences,
these and other examples
point towards oral rather
than textual transmission.
And at least one song, "What
do I see before mine eyes.
What mangled spectres glide"
appears to be unpublished. It
is attributed to “R.
Cumberland”, who is
presumably the Captain
Cumberland recorded
elsewhere in the manuscript
and who is known to have
fought alongside Burrard.

$1,230 / £1,000 Ref: 7544

This manuscript book records General and Regiment Orders
(abbreviated to “G.O.” and “R.O.”) between 22nd October 1803
and 31st May 1804. It is written in at least two hands, presumably
officers of the Forfarshire Volunteers quartered at Dundee. The
manuscript contains orders concerning regimental inspections and
parades, notes on arms and ammunition, accoutrements, uniforms,
and general appearance (“The Lieutenant Colnel expects they will
take particular Care that their men are well dressed, hair poudered
and their brushes & prickers fixed according to Order -- those who
have no Regimental Caps will Get their feathers fixed neatly in the
front of their hats”). The regiment appears to be under the
command of Lieutenant Colonel James Mylne (several spellings are
attempted). Orders and proceedings are recorded from various
levels of command (“Major General McDonald having repeatedly
spoken to the Lieutenant Colnel with regard to the State of
Forwardness for which the Cloth of the Regt.”; “Orders have
been received from his Excelencey the Earl of Moira for

the Regment to march to montrose for Twenty one days including
the days of marching from and returning to dundee”); promotions
are sometimes noted (“Alex Gilroy Privat Capt Williams Lindsay
Company, Appointed Corprol Vice, Frazer promoted”), sensible
contingencies plans are taken e.g. “the surjon will attend the Field
Days when Regment fires”), occasionally a bereavement interrupts
the smooth running of the regiment, but only briefly “in
Consequence of the Death of one of Mr. Adams Children the field
Day ordered for monday is postponed till Thursday when it is
expected every person will attend”.

$1,050 / £850 Ref: 7867

Circa 1809

Circa 1806
FALLOWFIELD, Ernst William Manuscript account of a journey to Tiruvacara [Thiruvakkarai] and the petrified forest.

[FLOWER, Benjamin (1755 - 1829); NORMINGTON, Joshua] A small group of manuscript letters.

[Pondicherry. Circa 1806]. Folio. 8 pages on 4 sheets. Folded for posting, dusty.

[England. Circa 1809-]. 11 letters written to Joshua or Mrs Norminton of Halifax. One of the letters is addressed: “Mr Jos.h Normintons
Liquor Merchant”.

Ernst William Fallowfield was member of the Board of Trade Fort
St George. His “Account of a journey to Tiruvacara
[Thiruvakkarai] and the petrified forest” is a letter in the form of a
report to George Wechell (?) at Madras, who has made a copy of
the report for his own or official use. Dated at the end
“Pondicherry / 22d. September 1806”. Fallowfield gives a brief
description of the village “situated about fifteen miles in a direction
West by North of Pondicherry […] now in a state of ruin, is at
present Composed of a few scattered huts or Cottages […] it must
in former times have been a place of great repute and importance.”

the slightest pressure […] A fourth Tree of less dimensions […] is
covered by the stratum except on one side, where the bed of soft
stone or lime has been dug out for the purpose of cutting off
pieces.” He also describes the hills themselves, a cave “Near the
bottom of the Hill”, and the living trees.
His letter ends with a “List of the Specimens of Petrified Trees”,
being the four details above. However the list ends with the “N4”
to lower right margin with no further details.

But his attention is mainly focused on a cluster of four petrified
trees in the nearby hills. He describes their location, physical
features, and general condition
(several have been cut for use
by local stone masons), “a
Petrified Tree appears laying
in a horizontal position in
the surface of the ground
[…] the body of this
Tree, which has been
divided into three
pieces by the stone
masons, twenty
feet still remain
[…] some
pieces of the
root appear
as hard as
marble, and
of whitish colour […]
some parts are as hard as Flint,
and others so soft as to be reduced to dust by

$610 / £500 Ref: 7782

This small group of letters to the Normingtons contains
four of particular interest: these are from the radical political
writer, publisher, and printer, Benjamin Flower (1755–
1829). Perhaps his best-known work on the French
constitution (1792), which was actually an attack on the
English political system.
The first three letters are brief and include much on books
and bookselling. In one he refers to his 1792 treatise and his
monthly magazine: “I have been advised to publish a New
Edn with an such alternations as the course of events
suggest; but I have no time to attend to the matter; but if
the Pol: Review does not increase in sale, I shall not long
continue it”. Nonetheless, he would not “learn the
fashionable and profitable lesson... of compelling the
principles of conscience ^to bend to those of interest” and
continued publishing the Political
Register for a
further two
years.
The fourth
letter is a long
epistolary rant
in which
Flower
declares
“I shall
treat
you
with the
freedom of an old
friend in pouring out
my heart, without

reserve”. This he certainly does, opening the letter by
protesting about the “disgusting sermon of that servile
priest – Coulthurst” (evangelical vicar in Halifax). He
bemoans the “oppressive taxation, increased poor rates ... to
support two of the most unnecessary and detestably unjust
wars, that ever disgraced mankind” and speculates “were I
consulted by any people who were forming a government I
would say, beware of monarchy, and of hereditary
monarchy more especially; take care of a pure representative
body ... follow as much nearly as possible the example of
America” before shifting his attention in India: “There is so
much weakness, waste of money, and mismanagement
shown by all the Missionary Societies, that I have little
hopes of much good being done by them, and when I
consider the disgraceful despotism of the whole frame of
government in India & the enormous crimes which have
attended the conquest of that country, I
have little hope that God will
honour Britain...”
Flower’s letters beautiful
summarise his political beliefs
underpinned by moral
rectitude, openly expressed
in passionate terms to
his trusted friend. He
closes
apologetically: “But
you will be thankful my
paper obliges to me to
conclude...” adding “Shall be happy
to see you if you come Essex way...”
$1,230 / £1,000 Ref: 7363

Circa 1810

Circa 1820

[ARISTOPHANES Annotated copy of ‘Hai tou aristophanous Nephelai Kōmōdia. Aristophanis Nubes, comoedia. Graece; ex
editione Kusteri. Latine; ex versione viri eruditi, Londini 8vo. 1695.’ [Bound with] A manuscript translation into English entitled
‘Aristophanes’ Clouds’.

LEVISON, Jacob Leslie (1799-1874) Manuscript entitled, ‘Curious facts, with simple Tests -- in Mineralogy interesting to the
Lover of natural Philosophy, collected principally from the scientific works of this Country and of the Continent; and also from Personal
Conversation with eminent Men, as geologists &c.

[Glasgow] Glasguae: in aedibus academicis excudebant Robertus et Andreas Foulis Academiae Typographi, M.DCC.LV. [1755].
[Manuscript circa 1810]. Bound in 19th century half calf, marbled boards, front board detached. Armorial bookplate to paste-down of
Joseph Bain (Advocate).

[Circa 1820]. Contemporary half calf, marbled boards, heavily worn, front board detached, text clean. Octavo (182mm x 124mm x 15mm).
70 pages (not including blanks), with small inset drawings. Watermarked 1818.

Dr Jacob Leslie Levison, dental surgeon. Author of ‘Practical
observations on the teeth and gums’ (1826), ‘Mental
culture’ (1833), ‘Lecture on the hereditary tendency of
drunkenness’ (1839), ‘Obscure nervous
diseases’ (1856). As the title amply notes, this
manuscript is a mixture of extracts from printed sources
together with conversations and his personal observations
on teeth.

This study book belonged to Joseph Bain (Advocate) and
may well have been his own composition. The 1755 printed
text included both the original Greek with a Latin
translation. In this volume, the original Greek text only has
been bound and with a manuscript translation into English
entitled “Aristophane’s Clouds”. The first 15 pages of the
printed text have been underlined in colours and annotated
in a small neat hand (Bain’s?), with translation notes that
show an often poetic turn of phrase (“Why did you light
that thirsty lamp”, “With all my colour scraped off me”).

The manuscript section occupies
160 numbered pages, neatly bordered thorughout.
It has been confidently written in a neat
copperplate hand and the differences between the
working notes and the final translation is often
informative (for example “How many rounds will
he drive the war chariot” becomes “How many
rounds has he fired the war course at?”).

$610 / £500 Ref: 7825

Contents: Fossil Zoophytes, Sponges, Coral Rock,
Mollusca, Insects, Crustacea, Cetacea,
Solipeda, Vermes, Anti-progressive
development doctrine, Testacea,
Multivalves, Univalves with a regular
spine, Shells without a regular spines,
Zoophytes, Infusoria, A few remarks on
the probable causes for the ^change of of
Tulips, Animal food injurous to the
teeth, Opaque Teeth.

$920 / £750 Ref: 7400

Circa 1825

Circa 1827

POMEROY, William Early 19th century nonconformist manuscript entitled ‘Elegant Selections on Sacred Subjects. Selected and
Compiled by Wm. Pomeroy’.

NAYLER, Sir George (c. 1764-1831); BIGLAND, Ralph (1757-1838) A Fine Grant of Arms contained in its original
box together with the fee note.

[Devon, East Anstey? Circa 1825]. Contemporary calf, heavily worn, front board detached, bookplate of War Memorial Library to pastedown, some pages browned. Large quarto (410 mm x 335 mm x 35 mm). 176 pages, with text in fine decorated borders.
Provenance: The manuscript was gifted to Tiverton Library in 1946 by a relation of the Pomeroy family of Dulverton in Devon. A William
Pomeroy is recorded baptized 1775, East Anstey, Devon.

[Circa 1827]. Vellum roll. Endorsed on the reverse by George Charles young. Fine condition, silk ties (some fragile) and seals present.

This is a large and beautifully produced manuscript with some
quite unusual selections. It is a gorgeous restrained example of a
devotional comfrom a simple double line, through to combinations
of moon monplace book. Each page is given an individuated
border, ranging and stars, or decorative abstract patterns.
In the preface, Pomeroy declares
“The following Work is
designed principally for my
own instruction, and that of
a few friends under whose
inspection it may come.”
Despite the scope and
physical size of the
manuscript, he mentions
that “A limited space only
being intended for each
subject, many articles are
necessarily abridged,
which might have been
considerably
extended.” This selfimposed restriction seems
to have been an aesthetic consideration to allow Pomeroy to fit
each entry neatly into a single, nicely laid out page. Indeed, beauty
seems to have been as much a guiding principle as piety. It
contains many quite straightforward Church of England
representatives together with some unexpected sources and

many entries indicating a strong leaning towards nonconformism.
Where place names are noted they tend to be from the West
Country, especially the counties of Devon and Cornwall.
His selections include: Bishop Burnet, Methodist George
Whitfield, James Usher, Isaac Watts, Joseph Priestley, the Puritan
John Elliot, Rowland Taylor (1510-1555), Joseph Hall (15741656), Methodist Howell
Harris, Anglican William
Bedell (1571 - 1642), the
poet Henry Kirke
White (1785-1806),
biographical notes on
the philosopher Ann
Baynard (16721697), John Brown
of Haddington
(1722-1787), and
numerous others.
Also, excerpts
from the
Methodist
Magazine, Wesley’s
Journal, Arminian Magazine. Pomeroy also shows an interest in the
United States and includes pieces by President George
Washington, the President of Yale Timothy Dwight (1752-1817),
as well as short anecdotes related to the USA. In all, this is a most
interesting collection and although the binding is in poor
condition, the manuscript itself is a model of gentle visual delight.

$1,850 / £1,500 Ref: 7715

This is a fine grant of arms contained in its original calf
maroon box, with gilt tooled borders and brass hook clips.
And with its original fee note and letter giving a full
breakdown of work carried out. The fee note bears the red
wax seal of Rouge Dragon dated 6th March 1827, postal
strike clear. This was probably written by Francis Townsend
(1786-1833), Rouge Dragon
Pursuivant (1820-1833).

Nayler states in the preamble that the grantee was
“descended out of Vele” in Gloucestershire and evidently
based his design on the ancient of Sir Piers Vele of that
county (argent on a bend sable 3 bulls passant of the first. It
shows his thinking in creating his new arms).
It is unusual to find such a complete example of a grant. It is
in good condition, retains its original box and includes the
original fee note of costs for the grant.

$920 / £750 Ref: 7694
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I specialise in interesting and unusual manuscripts and antiquarian
books, particularly in the fields of social history, medicine, history of
science, travel, natural history and English literature, with an emphasis
on items written and printed before 1800.
Finding and researching unique items such as these is exciting
because of the insights they reveal into how we understand the world
around us.

